
SITE PROGRESS
With the primary steel framing complete, we are installing the secondary

frame. The primary framing acts as the skeleton of the building and carries

the total weight of the building. The secondary frame will fill the gaps,

prevent twisting and provide means to attach wall, roof and interior

elements. Next, we will be moving on to insulating and waterproofing the

roof.
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KEY PROJECT INFORMATION
Working with Hampshire County Council, the project extends The Samuel

Cody Specialist Sports College and provides a SEMH (Social, Emotional

and Mental Health) two-storey campus. The new 90 place SEMH campus

will benefit from its own car park, play areas and sports facilities. The

school, once fully operational, will cater for pupils aged between 10 and

16 years, with a planned start-up in Autumn 2022. 



The Considerate Contractors Scheme
Our site is registered with the Considerate Contractors

Scheme (CCS). A not-for-profit, independent organisation

founded to raise standards in the construction industry. As

emphasised by the CCS, personal health and wellbeing is a

top priority. Here at Samuel Cody, our site operatives

undergo regular additional health screening funded by

Tilbury Douglas. On-site, we are taking extra precautions to

protect our health. For example, this week, we have

installed sound management boards around cutting

stations, acting as a secondary sound barrier in addition to

ear protection zones. The sound barrier also aids to

preserve the air quality by reducing the spread of dust.
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Technology of the Month
The DX9 is a digitally enabled, fully

automated, powder-actuated nailer for

fastening metal decks. In other words, the

DX9 offers a safer and more efficient

approach to a hard task. Unlike a handheld

deck fastening tool, the DX9 is cordless. This

is excellent from a health and safety view as it

removes serious trip hazards when working at

heights. Also designed as a 'stand up ' tool, the

DX9 does not compromise the installers

posture every time they bend over to fasten

the screws. In short, smart equipment like the

DX9 is more comfortable to work with,

allowing operatives to be more productive on-

site.

We can offer roles to people at all levels: Apprenticeships, Traineeships and Experienced Professionals. Please see

the careers page on our website for other positions and information.

Pensions Administrator

Full-time, Twyford

Electrical Project Engineer

Full-time,  Reading

 

Project Manager

Full-time, Wigan

Design Co-ordinator

Full-time, Swansea

 

Building Services Manager

Full-time, Birmingham

M&E Project Manager

Full-time, Manchester

 

Our Commitment to the Environment
We are committed to conserving and maintaining as much vegetation, trees

and shrubs as possible. This also supports our aim to provide a natural and

healthy environment for the pupils. Regarding our site waste, all our skip

contents are 95% recycled and therefore diverted from landfills. On the

materials front, we encourage our subcontractors to use sustainable

materials. For example, on the roof, we are using BauderTEC-KDS, a self-

adhesive waterproof membrane that comes in a roll. This waterproofing

method is good practice as it avoids harmful fumes and minimises the risk

of fire or burns, which can occur when rolling bitumen in its paint form.

http://www.tilburydouglas.co.uk/

